Directions for Morning Drop-Off
Entering from Ironwood Drive
•

Traffic entering off of Ironwood must do so behind the gym. In a single file lane
these cars make a U-Turn around the gym letting students out of their cars on the
passenger side into the safe walk area by school or the "Drop Off Area".

•

After dropping off students and passing the "STOP" AREA between the school and
gym, drivers may form two lanes to exit the parking lot onto Ironwood (one to head
south on Ironwood and one to head north onto Ironwood).

Entering from Jefferson Boulevard
•

Traffic entering off of Jefferson enters the parking lot through the "IN" drive and
proceeds driving alongside the church. At the southeast corner of the church, cars
turn right and drive west in a SINGLE LANE to the "Drop Off Area." Drivers then
turn left toward the railroad tracks before the "Drop Off Area" (using the first 3
parking spaces as a drive lane) and let their passengers off into the drop off area
from the passenger side of their cars. Cars stopped next to the white line by the
church steps may let their passengers off on the passenger side.

•

After dropping off students, drivers then proceed toward the railroad tracks, turn
left in the drive lane behind the second double row of parking spaces, drive to the
fence on the east side of the parking lot, turn left towards Jefferson and exit onto
Jefferson. Because of the heavy traffic on Jefferson in the morning, drivers may want
to turn east onto Jefferson and drive around the block.

Important Safety Reminders
•

Students from all cars will walk in the "Drop-Off Area" to the white line running
parallel to the school and then proceed in that area to the main entrance of the
school.

•

Cars in both "traffic circles" should ALWAYS pull as far forward as possible before
letting their students exit the cars; this will facilitate faster movement of all traffic
lanes.

